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OXYG3N assisted Vacant Property Specialists, one of the
UK’s largest vacant property security companies, to secure
their online presence. The outcome was security assurance
of multiple VPS websites.
OXYG3N consultants supported the Chief Information
Ofﬁcer by conducting industry leading penetration tests on
the websites. The tests allowed us to review the current level
of security, recommend improvements and then working
with VPS resolve any security improvements suggested.
VPS GROUP
For the past ten years, VPS have been trusted to secure, maintain and manage vacant
properties on behalf of a wide range of customers around the world. With locations
in the UK, the US and across Europe, their social, corporate and private customers
rely on our expert services to reduce costs and maintain the value of their vacant
property over the long-term.
Providing far more than security, the innovative products and expert services allow
customers to protect their vacant properties against unauthorised access and
property decay.
With website attacks and cyber-crime ever increasing, the CIO at VPS Group
undertook a signiﬁcant review of their online security to protect VPS IP and
customers data.
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Joe Elding, OXYG3N’s Technical Director,
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reviewed the website landscape. Identifying not
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A reduction in security incidents, a clear
Following the initial scope being agreed with

business differentiator and also the ability to

VPS we begun the penetration tests using our

respond to tenders knowing that they not only

highly accredited and respected resources. The

take great care of their customer’s vacant

results of the penetration tests were securely
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and discreetly shared with the CIO of VPS. In
this instance the websites were found to be
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we are actively engaged to bring continuous
improvement to their Cyber Security

These improvements were then implemented by
OXYG3N to ensure that the websites were
continuously improving their security levels.
Employee details, ﬁnancial ﬁles and Customer
data records all fell within these information
assets, this meant the scope included a
considerable amount of conﬁdential
information. Reliable and auditable controls and
procedures needed to be implemented to protect
these information assets.
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